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Dear Friends and Clients,
With this newsletter we would like to feature some wines in particular focusing the upcoming
summer season. Please use the attached form to order your tasting samples or email us at
info@wineconsale.com .

This German Grauburgunder is an excellent summer drink and a perfect
alternative to Italian Pinot Grigio. It is produced by the wine estate Ludi Neiss
in Kindenheim Pfalz.
With a pale straw yellow color, a clear cut fruity aroma great balance and pure
elegance on the palate this drink offers an outstanding price quality ratio.
Closed with a modern long cap stelvin closure it is easy and uncomplicated to
handle. Served chilled on its own this is the ideal sipper.
List price: € 3,20 / 750ml
It is also possible to label this wine as Pinot Grigio.
TROLLESCO is a new thrilling drink made from the grape variety Trollinger.
This wine is a lively drink with a red color wild and different to what you have
tasted before. With its pronounced aroma reminiscent to wild strawberries or
red currant and its exotic mix of flavors’ on the tongue it represents an inspiring
summer drink. Served well chilled to accompany fish as well as roasts or as
long drink on ice this wine fits perfect to every barbeque.
List price: € 2,90 / 750ml
RIESLIANO is the white brother of TROLLESCO. Produced from 100%
Riesling grapes this drink offers the ultimate enjoyment for the summer
season. The wine is marked by pronounced aromas of citrus as well as green
and yellow fruits in the nose and it´s almost coltish fruit acidity pairing on the
palate. Serve it well chilled by the glass to accompany fish or light summer
cuisine or on ice as long drink.
List price: € 2,90 / 750ml
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